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"TAKING SIDES IS THE BEGINNING
OF SINCERITY, AND EARNESTNESS
FOLLOWS SHORTLY
AFTERWARDS,
AND THE HUMAN BEING BECOMES
A BORE."

Wws&tx

-- Oscar Wilde
A Woman of No Importance
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Visited Hanoi

Kkiniisf Herbert ApIbeEier To SpeaEi Thursday
-

by

A

White

Dr. Herbert Aptheker, Director
of the American Institute for
Marxist Studies, will speak in the
Chapel next Thursday at 7:30 p.m.
Brought to the campus by the SGA
Campus Affairs Committee, he will
discuss "The Relevance of Marxism for the United States Today."
Doors will open at 7:00 for students and members of the campus
community and at 7:15 for the
general public.
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This American Marxist scholar
has served as editor and contribu

Dr. Herbert Aptheker

tor to three volumes on Marxism.
In 1964 he helped found the institute he now directs.
Fifteen months ago Aptheker
accompanied two
g
on a
tour of North
Vietnam, having been invited by
Following the trip
Aptheker summarized his impressions in his book, Mission to
Hanoi.
The
d
War II Red
scare brought considerable attention to Aptheker from the U.S.
government. He testified before the
Senate Judiciary Committee
non-communi-

sts

fact-findin-

Ho-Chi-Min-

h.

post-Worl-

against the McCarren Act (this Communist party.
act, passed in 1950, requires that
Copies of several of his books
all Communists register with the will be on sale before
and after
Federal Government). He also his talk.
acted as a witness for the Communist party in several Smith Act
cases (this act of 1940 makes it
an offense to teach or advocate
the overthrow of the U.S. govern-

ment).
Aptheker was one of the founding editors of the monthly Masses
and Mainstream, a Communist
literary magazine. He also has
served as editor of Political Affairs, a theoritcal journel of the
A

College And High School Join,

1

Purchase WCW Transmitter
WCW, the campus radio station,
has in the past broadcast its eve-

Tuesday evening, May 9, 7:30-9:0the present management of
WCW will hold an open house. The
developments of the joint venture
will be fully explained, plans for
next year's programming will be
announced, and tours will be conducted through the new studios.
0,

J

ning schedule entirely over the
Hopefully
facilities of WWST-FM- .
with the beginning of the fall
semester, WCW will be broadcasting on its own frequency, over its
own 250-watransmitter. All of
Wayne County and parts of neighAnyone interested in any phase
boring counties will be able to re- of radio is urged to attend. This
ceive the new campus signal.
includes present and past members
The College is not alone in es- of the station's staff.
tablishing the separate transmitting facility. Wooster High School
HONOR BOARD TRIAL
will be a partner, sharing the transThe Academic Honor Board
mitter and frequency. Details of
recently
tried a case of acathe joint venture are still being
demic
dishonesty
on an Engnegotiated.
lish paper. The student pleadEvening time expanded to five
guilty, received no credit
ed
hours on week nights will generfor the course in which the inally remain the college's; morning
fraction occurred, and acatime, generally the high school's.
demic probation for the rest
Finance of the total operation will
of the semester.
be shared.
tt

Dr. Glenn T. Seaborg

AEC Chairman
Will Address

Class Of 1967
Dr. Glenn T. Seaborg, Chairman
of the Atomic Energy Commission,
will be featured speaker for the
June 5 Commencement.
Dr. Seaborg's achievements in
the fields of chemistry and physics
are staggering in their importance
and number. Receiving his B.A.
in chemistry from U.C.L.A. and
his Ph.D. from the University's
branch at Berkeley, he was a
of numerous isotopes
important to research and medico-discove- rer
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Library personnel have now completed reclassification of
of the library's 150,000 volumes on open shelves. Aiming for total
completion of the change to the Library of Congress system by the
end of the next school year, they are now renumbering books at the
rate of 1,000 a week.
one-tent-

n
..Here is a
of forthcoming "Zeitgeist" activities.
May 5 and 6: Tom Ewell will give an informal talk; May 12:
Suzanne McQueen, Martha Mock and Barbara Ruisard will present
"The Oldie Goldie Review." May 13: Mike Allen and Peter Mei-stwill read their poetry. May 20: For those who missed her
last time, Susan Baker will sing her own songs.
The Scot Symphonic Band will feature two compositions of
its director, Dr. Stuart Ling, in its annual outdoor concert on Sunday,
May 7, at 3 p.m. The outdoor concert is a part of the Color Day weekend activities at the College of Wooster. In case of inclement weather
the band will perform in Memorial Chapel.
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Marjorie Ralston, Tom Rimoch and John Seabury help love
make the world go 'round in the Color Day highlight, "Carnival."
IIH
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Pristine Orphan Girl

inchanfe 'Carnival' Audience

run-dow-

er

Next Saturday, May 1 3, THISTLE will proudly present "Compulsion," the brilliant screen treatment of Clarence Darrow and the
ld
murder case in Chicago; it is one of Orson Welles'
expertly-realizeproductions. "Compulsion" stars Welles,
d
most
Bradford Dilman and Diane Varsi. First showing at Scott is at
7:30 p.m., the next is at 9:30. Admission cost is only 50 cents.
The Collegiate Council for the United Nations is sponsoring its
22nd annual National Student Leadership Institute on the United Nasession, which starts on June 10, will operate
tions. The week-lonSarah Lawrence College. The Institute offers
and
at UN headquarters
briefings by UN delegates, workshops on campus UN activities, and
analysis of US policies by top government officials. Applications for
the Institute may be picked up from Dr. Gordon Shull, Kauke 115.
Applications for next year's Washington Semester at the American University in Washington (see article in this week's Voice) are
now being accepted by Dr. Baker in Kauke 114. This program, which
takes students from all over the country, is open to all students who
will have junior standing the second semester next year regardless of
major. Using Washington as their lab, participants will relate their
particular interests to current government operations in those fields.
Applications, which may be picked up from the Political Science bulletin board in Kauke, are due by! 5 p.m., Wednesday, May 10.
Loeb-Leopo-

g

by Frederic Hargreaves

Last Tuesday night Marjorie Ralston turned even the
hardest of Wooster hearts to cotton candy as Carnival opened
at the Little Theatre. As Lili, an orphan girl caught up in
e
of a traveling circus, she makes Julie
the
make-believ-

Andrews look like an anemic understudy for Mae West. Her talent
is more than the musical deserves.
With a couple of important exceptions, the songs settle comfortably
on the already substantial pile of
tunes which
mediocre musicals consist of,
fondled momentarily by an expectant audience of hummers and
0
soon torgotten.
Fortunately, things were kept
moving by the constant change of
mood which the cast gave the
standard lachrymose story. The
tonic note is set by Jacquot, admirably played by Tom Romich,
who begins the play with a wistful tune which describes, his influence on the boisterous and bitter notes to follow, always affirme
ing the reality of a
which can give happiness to some-

by a war injury. Paul finds no
comfort in the childish entertainment his puppets afford. They
seem to have no part of the
which dancing had
given him. When he meets Lili,
however, the puppets become his
only mode of communication with
her. By the end of the play, it
is obvious (indeed, is unfortunately specified) that the puppets
are really different aspects of
Paul's by now complex personality.
Lili joins the puppet act and
while she loves their clowning, it
takes her a couple hours to realize
that they have anything to do with
Paul. She finds the puppets warmer than a crib full of teddy-bearbut can only meet Paul's awkward advances with "I hate him."
Indeed this constant shift from the
play-peto the boudoir marks the
one else.
play as a whole.
He works as a puppeteer with
If I seem a bit damning of the
Paul, a bitter young man whose musical itself it is partly to set
career as a dancer was cut short
(Continued on Page 3)
self-fulfillme-

fill-in-the-bla-
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He helped discover elements 97
(berkelium) and 98 (californium)
m the years my and 1950. In
about the same period he served
as a member of the ALL s hrst
General Advisory Committee.
In 1951 he shared the Nobel
Prize in Chemistry with Prof. E.
M. McMillan of the University of
California. Eight vears later he
received the Enrico Fermi Award
of the AEC.
Since the inception, in 1959, of
the
Chemical Edu
cation Material Study, Dr. Seaborg
has been the Chairman of its
Steering Committee.
As Chairman of the AEC Sea
borg also serves on the National
Aeronautics and Space Council, the
federal Council for Science and
Technology, the Federal Radiation
Council, the President's Commit
tee on Manpower, and the Nation
al Council on Marine Resources
and Engineering Development.
Dr. Seaborg has received honor
ary doctor of science degrees from
many universities including Northwestern, Ohio State, Maryland,
Georgetown and McGill.
NSF-sponsore-

d

NSF AWARD

Vicki Pfoff, senior chemistry

major, has been awarded a
National Science Foundation
Fellowship for graduate study
the next three years. Miss
Pfoff is a member of Phi Beta
Kappa. The "Voice" apologizes for omitting her name
from the original list of winners two weeks ago.
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The Missing Link
Soon all Wooster students will have instant car profence to be constructed
tection on Beall Avenue. A chain-linthis summer along the street's entire college length will allow
students to cross at only a restricted number of crosswalks.
Electrifying the fence to prevent the inevitable
will effectively keep the students away from the cars. All
we need now is a device to keep the cars away from the
k

high-jumpin-

g

Productive Conflict
To the Editor:

The editorial "On Talent and
Tenure" will have to stand or fall
on its own merit. But my letter,
which was referred to in that editorial, should not have to stand or
fall with it particularly since the
letter was concerned with another
problem, namely power and tenure.
What I am asking for is a
change in structure so as to make
possible a more productive conflict (since there will be conflict,
regardless) between the tradition
alism of some of those who have
been at Wooster for a long time
and the irreverence and expen- meritalism of some of the new-

A burning flare tossed onto the crosswalk could
warn drivers of a student's wish to use the walk. Better still,
each student could bring all cars to a screeching halt by scat
tering before him a handful of broken glass and nails. If
this proves insufficient, the student could blow out a tire or
two with a special pistol available at the Bookstore. But the
final solution would be the construction of two more fences
comers.
across Beall Avenue at Wayne and University Streets. Then
Gunnar Urang
Department of English
and only then would the defenseless freshman coed be able
to make the perilous dash from the library back to Holden

students.

Brief Rejoinder

at 10:29.

booster

oue
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To the Editor:
If the Voice truly aspires to rep
resent campus views, perhaps it
will print this brief rejoinder to
Miss Cathy Crabtree's outburst
against the normal, sometimes dif
ficult, educational process at the
level called higher education.
Miss Crabtree's tirade reveals
her as another unfortunate victim
of the extant cult of contemporaneity, exaltation of purely current
events, and the insistence on the
generation gap. Such persons naturally miss the point of a liberal
arts education, and naturally feel
that they have lost out on some- -

Crises

To Y!io Iditoip

thing or have been misled.
I would suggest to Miss Crabtree
that she examine her experience
more closely to try to understand
why she has failed to get the point
of a college education. That would
be much more constructive than
railing against the faculty, the curriculum, the modes of study, etc.,
etc. Even some time spent in
"searching through footnotes, iden
tifying obscure words might save
her from such a barbarism as her
"I am repugnated by."
Myron A. Peyton
Department of Spanish
How Much Power?
To the Editor:

Your editorial on the Riesman
speech sidesteps the real situation
at Wooster. You present a false
image in picturing the Wooster
situation as a dynamic young
faculty up against an old tired one.
What we do have is a faculty
split between those who view this
college along the lines of its past
image of itself and those who seek
to work out new structures and
new goals for this school in re
sponse to the changing cultural
and educational situation. Young
faculty are on both sides of this
split as are older faculty, and it
does no good to ignore the fact that
a good number of the older faculty
have long committed themselves to
work towards the revision of the
educational and political patterns
of this college.
The Riesman article is germane
to our situation in so far as it
points out that a relatively power
less younger faculty is also a dis
contented one. The crucial ques
tion, then, that Riesman raises for
us is just how much power we are
willing to grant the younger faculty
in terms of having a genuine voice
in formulating college policy.
I think that on this issue the
school is currently taking an am
biguous stance. In principle, the
college certainly grants Riesman
his argument; in fact the question
of allowing real power to the

younger faculty is still an open one
here, though we are perhaps now
moving to discussion and decision
on this issue.
Burton Cooper
Department of Religion
Activity Fee
To the Editor:

We have discussed the proposed
310 activities fee raise with the
present SGA officers. The question
of whether or not the SGA social
programming is adequate, will
have to be answered by every stu
dent. Ihe other question, concerning the amount of the activities
fee increase, is also a personal
judgment. However, if the student
body, Administration and Trustees
approve the fee increase, we feel
confident that the SGA will be able
to provide a much expanded social
schedule and an adequately prepared college union program.
The 1966-6- 7
SGA Cabinet
(Wade Brynelson, Rosie
Capps, Dave Kenty,
Marty Eagleton, Diane
Thomas, Bill Brown)
'

Mass Baby-SittiTo the Editor:
This letter is written to thank
Marjorfe Durfee and her entire
staff of volunteers who have worked in the different Care Rooms of
Westminster Church House during
the Sunday morning worship hour.
This little-notebut much appreciated service has been invaluable
to parents of young children in the
congregation. It is not possible to
name the students who have given
cheerfully of time and energy to
this program Sunday after Sunday.
It is the hope of the Session of
Westminster and the Christian Education Committee that those who
have participated so generously
may find that even "mass babysitting" contributes some small
facet of knowledge toward a liberal
education.
Mrs. William A. Schreiber '
Chm., Christian Education Com.
Westminster Church
ng
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(Editor's Note: This is the second of two articles by Dr. Miller delineating the factuctual history of our
Vietnam involvement.)
In this his period Washington provided number included some important
Third stage (1950-1954period the United States first be- an increased but still limited level brass and was associated with a
came directly involved in Vietnam. of military aid to what was from sizable corps of civilian political
It did so in the context of the this time to be known as bouth advisors and administrators.
In October 1957 the first serious
Korean war, which began in June Vietnam. In effect the United
1950, and in its initial confronta- States took the place of France, errorist attack on American per
tion with the Chinese Peoples Re- whose official presence in Vietnam sonnel occurred.
The United States encouraged
public, which came into being in was terminated by 1956.
Diem
in his moves to consolidate
KoConcurrently, the United States
October 1949 and entered the
became deeply involved through his administrative control of South
rean war in December 1950.
to
Under the circumstances it was political collaboration and con Vietnam and in various steps resocial
and
ward
constitutional
easy for the United States to ac- spicuous presence in the affairs of
by Cathy Crabtree
Nevertheless the regime be- cept at face value the French he Vietnamese government, r torn orm.
came
increasingly autnonianan
Recently I talked to a Wooster so I jumped into bed with all my
claim that their role in Vietnam he American point of view, South
and
character
in
and
repressive
Vietnam was a reasonably repre
alumnus. Our conversation which clothes on. I had just shut my eyes
was essentially an
deterioration
marked
suffered
in I relate here almost word
a
revolutionary
national
sentative
than
an
rather
enterprise
for word, when the Dean of Women came in.
estab- public
With
the
confidence.
She stood there for an eternity.
was a real
one. American public regime threatened by internal and
National Liberation
and official opinion came to iden- external subversion directed by ishment of the
My goodness, it's good to see you Thank heavens my roomate knew
Cong
Viet
(called
by
Front
some
of
still
viewed
what
to keep quiet! Even after
an
ag
as
was
tify the Viet Minh as agents
down, now are tnmgs enough
oil
again,
because
i.e.,
Communist
Viet
Moscow-Pe
she left, we just laid there with our
Chinese and Soviet aggression.
gressive, monolithic
of the virtual identity of the lead at Wooster? I love to talk about hearts pounding, not
king
saying a
axis.
Indeed the establishment of
ership of the NLF and the leader- those college days. Now that Jack's word. Sure enough, the Dean was
In July 1954 Bao Dai called to ship of the People's Revolutionary retired and everything, we dont
Communist rule in China did serve
to revitalize the Viet Minh and bead his government an Annamese Party, as the Communist Party of get out much. I like to think about back in within five minutes, still
hoping to catch me.
gready enhanced their potential civil bureaucrat and conservative South Vietnam was known from all the fun I used to have.
for stepping up guerrilla opposi nationalist, Ngo Dinh Diem. Wash 1962) in December 1960, guerrilla
Yes, I did finally get caught, but
Oh, you say you were campused
tion to France and to Bao Dai's ington encouraged and abetted this action against the Saigon govern
for sneaking in late. They were
not
last semester? No, I'm not shocked
Vietnam. In the period the United appointment and openly identified ment increased sharply.
at all. Sneaking back into the dorm very devious about trapping you,
States first extended "indirect" itself as Diem s protector after he
The new Kennedy administra
. . that brings back memories. so you had to confess things they
(i.e., per France) military aid in deposed Bao Dai and became
to
promised
Sai
aid
increased
Do they still have all those ridicu- - suspected. One day after dinner,
tion
the form of arms and supplies, president of Vietnam by referen gon and by the end of 1962 the
everyone was questioned about
and direct economic aid to Viet dum in July 1955.
dancing. I couldn't lie and tell
number of United States military
Doug Rogers' name was in them I hadn't been
nam.
The United States concurred in personnel in South Vietnam was
to the dance
With the approach of the Ko Diem's announced opposition to over 4,000. None of these were advertantly omitted from the list hall. You say you're still not alelections in north combat committed, however, and of junior residents two weeks lowed to dance on Sundays?
rean truce and with the successful hold nation-wid- e
interdiction of an attack by the and south Vietnam in July 1956, official emphasis was on their role ago. The VOICE regrets this de
Oh, speaking of Sunday reminds
Chinese Peoples Republic on For as called for in the Geneva Agree in helping the Vietnamese upgrade letion.
me that we weren't permitted to
mosa, the United States anticipated ments.
their own fighting capabilities. The
see boys on Sunday. We were exIn October 1954 President Eisen MAAG was changed to Military lously strict rules? - You know,
that the Chinese military threat
pected to stay in the dorm and
would shift to the Indochina area. hower sent to then premier Diem Advisory Command Vietnam and when I was there 51 years ago,
pray and things. Thrs group of us
On May 8, 1954, the day of the a letter offering American aid "to put under the command of a full we had to be at at 10 p.m. week
would arrange secret meetings. I'd
opening of the Korean settlement assist the government of Vietnam general.
nights, 10 :30 weekends. We weren't tell the dorm counselor I was going
conference in Geneva, the French in developing and maintaining a
Opposition to the Diem regime permitted to dance; it was evil.
to meditate. We'd meet in the
suffered a decisive military defeat strong, viable state, capable of re on the part of various groups apart
My best friend and I got a room cemetery behind the graves. I reat the hands of the Viet Minh in sisting attempted subversion or ag from the NLF mounted and no
to the fire escape purposely member there was one guy I'd alnext
Laos. In the days immediately pre gression through military means Novembed 1, 1963, Diem was over
so we could sneak out at night. ways meet at Watson to the left
ceding that event the United States ... . w Early in 1955 direct U.S, thrown and assassinated in a mili
Early in the evening I'd oil the of the mausoleum. Here, let me
seriously considered a military in military aid to Saigon began and tary coupe d'etat.
hinges on the escape ladder so show you some pictures of our
tervention to salvage the French a Military Assistance Advisory
). The they wouldn't squeak. Then when parties in the cemetery. That's
Fifth stage (1964- position. The United States attend Group was established there.
fall of Diem and the death of Ken we got back real late, around 11 Howard leaning against this stone
ed and endorsed without signing
Concurrently, the newly estab nedy in November 1963 produced
or so, from the dance hall, I'd here.
the agreement at Geneva by which lished Southeast Asia Treaty Or a substantial change in the de
jump up and grab the fire escape
No, we never got caught. I found
Vietnam was partitioned.
ganization (SEATO) extended its velopment of the war and of cm.
window.
the
ladder
and
in
crawl
out you could get away with alBy the terms of the Geneva coverage to Cambodia, Laos and disorder in Vietnam and in the
I'll never forget one night when most anything if you played the
agreements the authority of the Vietnam. During the period 1956 spirit of the American response
I
Bao
of
Dai
was
and
out late dancing, and as I game right. Why are you laughing
the
regime
French 1960, the number of American to it.
was limited to South Vietnam.
military personnel in Vietnam
In Vietnam there was a progres came in the window I had the so hard? People are always gofeeling I was going to be caught, ing to be human, you know.
Fourth stage (1954-1964In stayed well below 1,000. But that
(Continued on Page 6)
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SGA ELECTIONS

Newly

Palmer

Bill

Editor's Note: The foUowing article is written by a participant
in Wooster's Washington Semester program at the American University. See Campus News Notes.

The elms may be in their
beauty, but they can't touch
the cherry blossoms at blooming time. That is just to name

X

of Educational
fairs will be filled by Bill

a unique exposure
can government and politics, and
its classroom is a different place
every day depending on whether
the guest seminar speaker is a
legislator or his aide, a national
party chairman, a lobbyist, newsman, bureaucrat, a U.S. or foreign
diplomat, or a Supreme Court Justice.

Socially and culturally, I would
have to give Washington a clear
edge over Wooster on the basis of
its Georgetown nightclubs, some
movie and discotheque strips downtown, its many musical attractions,
I.S. in Washington is far from art galleries, and museums. The
the library drudgery that it can only catch is finding the time to
often be at Wooster. For the re- partake of all these opportunities.
search that needs to be done, the
Which brings me to the bad
Library of Congress serves well.
part the work load is very heavy,
k
But mostly, doing your I.S. is
and if you fall very far behind on
interviewing people on Capdo
itol Hill if you are writing about your I.S., typing up seminars,
the Congress (like dropping in at ing the required reading, and other
the National Committees regularly work, the whole semester can turn
if your topic involves the parties into a horror show. For this reason,
or nosing around the Justice De- the program should only be recomstudents who are seripartment if your concern is anti- mended for
astrust economics). There are a lot ously interested in the learning
of important people who are will- pect of the experience.

con-

ent

AfLay-

man.
Monday, students will decide the fate of the Academic
Honor Code Amendment and
the proposed activity fee increase. The Honor Code

illijllil

ip,
tjlllll, ll

I

,

pro-vide-

to Ameri-

SGA

Vice-Presid-

that is 30 percent Jewish and an
Episcopalian chaplain. Despite its
low academic reputation (excluding the Washington Semester program and the School of International Services) it is definitely
moving up, though it still has a
long way to come as to the quality
of its student body. A. U. was recently described by the Washington Post as a "hotbed of apathy,"
and while this may be unjustified,
it is no likely battleground for a
student-powe- r
revolution either.

one of the advantages of being in
Washington at this time of year,
and of participating the Washings
ton Semester. The program

elected

gressmen are freshmen Peter
Harveson and Hank Williams;
sophomores Steve Dell and
Jim Stratton; and juniors Bob
McKnight and Dick Harris. The
newly created post of

5
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everything asunder as Joe Morgan, restrained by Sample Swichel and Harvey Green, wreaks ven-genupon Simon Slade for the murder of his angel-daughtin the oncoming student production of "Ten Nights in a
BURSTS

ce

er

"
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BUR-ROO-

Amendment would replace
two of the five student members of the Honor Board with
faculty members. Of the Activity Fee boost, SGA President
John Jimison says that the increase is planned with the
new College Union in mind.
Voting will take place at
the dining halls at noon, and
later in the day in the library
for those who eat off campus.
Details on the voting procedure will be in Monday's Potpourri.

M

IS C0MI11G TO TOWN!

Student Mock Rally

leg-wor-

I

ing to talk to you if you'll go out
Not the least value of the proand try to find them.
gram is simply getting away from
and being exposed to a
Wooster
The base of operations is the
American University, a Methodist-affiliate- d fresh and completely different life
school with a student body experience. The rut Wooster students get into is hard to recognize
fully until you leave it. And
Your Friendly Barber Shop the semester away has to put Wooster in a better perspective when
Our haircuts are designed to you return for the senior year.
please the customer. A rare
The Washington Semester protreat: rejuvenate yourself with gram is a Challenge, but the rea face massage.
wards are worth the effort involved. If the excitement of your
Wooster experience seems to be
DICK MORRISON'S
wearing off after two and a half
Barber Shop
years, and Washington's resources
7:15 a.m. to 6 p.m. Daily xcpt Wd.
would be an asset to your I.S., the
Public Square
Washington Semester is worth
thinking about.

To)

CTi3

Prompt, Accurate Prescription Service

by Paul Lewis and Sue Anderson
Hurry, hurry, hurry! Plan now Slade (Brian McDonald) climaxes
to beat the crowds to a

true-to-lif-

the disintegration of his family by

e

presentation of tragic comedy
at its finest! Coming to the stage
of Scott Auditorium on May 16,
18 and 20 is the incomparable and
sensational "Ten Nights in a
or "Traffic Must Cease in
Bolton County." You'll thrill to the
dramatic unfolding of real human
emotions, intrigue and death! For
the mere price of one slim
to be paid at the door, you
may witness this
experience!
Were Wooster still back in the
1870's when this type of theatre
was popular, this might be the announcement for the temperance
melodrama by William W. Pratt,
esq. Here in 1967 the performances will take place at 8:15 p.m.
on the above dates.
The play, completely student
directed, managed and performed,
centers around the drunkard Joe
Morgan (Gary Houston), whose
daughter Little Mary (Ann Qine)
dies "angelically" after a bottle
wound to the head. This tragedy
so disturbs Morgan that he reforms his drunken ways.
In other exciting action Frank
Bar-Roo-

m"

half-dolla- r,

once-in-a-lifeti-

me

Thank You for

your business.
FOR ALL YOUR

killing his father (Phil Stone),
proprietor of the "Sickle and
Sheaf" Inn, scene for most of the
play. However, the sly Harvey
Green (Carl Asp) is the real villain, a gambler who debauches
and finally kills Willy Hammond.
The romantic interest, which
completes the intricate subplots, is
provided by Sample Swichel (Bob
Lavery) and Mehitable Cartright
(Marilyn Stains). The entire narration is seen through the eyes of
the reminiscing philantrophist Mr.
Romaine (Jim Legkman).

Good Luck for

NEEDS
COSMETICS

VITAMINS

the Summer,
GREETING CARDS

and we hope to
see you next fall.
FLAIR TRAVEL

SWIPE

EHJ
583

S"S?EaS

346

E.

Bowman St.

Wooster, Ohio

EAST LIBERTY

(Opposite Pennsylvania Depot)
Open 8:30 a.m. to 12:00 Midnight
Seven Days a Week

264-650- 5

Candidate

For Chief Executive
For the 12th time this century,
Wooster students next spring will
make their choice for Presidential
candidates at the College's 1968
Republican Mock Convention. All
day next April 27, about 1,000
and faculty members will
debate a platform and ballot for
Presidential and Vice Presidential
stu-den- ts

candidates.

Preparations for the convention
have already begun. "National
Chairman" Dick Vodra is now arranging for a nationally known Republican to keynote the convention,
a job filled in '64 by Michigan's
(Continued from Page 1)
in contrast the really magnificent Congressman Gerald Ford.
job done by the cast. The singing
Student participation in the conwas great. Along with Miss Ralvention will begin early next year
ston, who showed the ease and
with the formation of groups supcontrol of a professional (not to
porting the nominations of Rom-nemention her strong, sure voice),
Nixon, Rockefeller (the ColPatty Richards and John Seabury lege's
'64 choice), Percy. Lowrv,
were especially outstanding. Miss
and others. Working in cooperation
Richards plays the boisterous, cast-iro- n
with the candidates national headmistress of Marco the Magquarters, they will prepare and disnificent, a smooth, unscrupulous
tribute material, hold rallies, and
rascal who can charm the feathers
otherwise try to Win support for
off of any bird in sight. Whenever
their candidates.
this girl appears, she gives the
production the drive, confidence
At the same time, the registraand volume that is needed.
tion of delegates will begin. While
I felt director John Soliday's plans for this are still being combasically imaginative choreog- pleted, all students regardless of
raphy was a bit hampered by the political affiliation will be eligible,
mass of bodies contending for and perhaps faculty will serve as
space on the stage. To blame the well. The convention will be made
size of the stage in this case is not up of 53 delegations of varying
enough. A smaller chorus present- sizes, each with the same power
ing simply-defineantistrophes to as the appropriate state will have
the more intimate scenes would at the Republican National Con
have added a lot.
vention m the summer. It will be
I wish the sets had been livelier. largely through these "states" that
A circus musical is a great chance both the campaigning and convenfor some gay extravagance. Living tion will operate.
in our hallucinogenic age there is
Another facet of the convention
no longer any excuse for dull
involves
speakers throughout the
greens and browns. Gaiety was
year
different Republi
presenting
provided, however, by Stuart
can
philosophies,
the story of past
Ling's orchestra and the enthusiasm exhibited by the entire cast. conventions, and the progress of
This was just what our season the actual 68 race for the nomination.
needed. Congratulations.
The convention will be under
the
direction of a "National Com"Relieves Gas Pains"
mittee" (made up of representatives of the YR's, YD's, the SGA,
and other campus organizations)
under the National Chairman. In
addition, special jobs will be
handled by other committees unBILL MILLER INC.
der the control of the National
Committee. The entire program
4600 Cltvtland Road
will be supervised by the Institute
Wooster, Ohio
of Politics, directed by Mr. Robert
See Us for Overseas Delivery
Rosholt.

Carnival
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d

DRUG STORE

Will Tap
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sots' Splii W4i Otolta
ams Wiia Stresh kt iv
by Rick Ames
Note: Ashland beat Wooster, 6-- 5, on Wednesday, May 3.

The Fighting Scot baseball squad hit another
three last week to run their record to an impressive 6--2
Ohio Conference mark. The five straight recorded by Woo
was the longest win streak since 1960 for the team from
two-out--

of

--

Severance. The six conference wins
are also the most recorded by the
Scots since their last winning season seven years ago.
It started on Tuesday, when Bo
Courson hurled Woo to a 5-- victory over Heidelberg. Courson held
the visitors to only five hits, all
singles, while striking out two and
allowing not a single walk.
2

The Student Princes started the
for the first
scoring, and led
five innings, permitting only two
hits.
In the sixth, however, the Scot
charge began. Dave Hopkins lined
a single inside the bag at third,
and took second when the left fielder hobbled it. Frank McQure
lofted a fly ball that pushed Hopkins over to the corner. Tom
Boardman lay lown a sacifice bunt,
and the score was even at
The game was won two innings
later. Tim Jordan led off with a
sizzler over second. Ric Martinez
tried a sacrifice bunt, and arriving
on first, saw Jordan racing toward
third. Everyone was safe Jordan
at third and Martinez on second
following a mishandled throw to
third. Hopkins then singled to shallow center to score Jordan, and
Martinez was safe on third. Frank
McClure pushed in both runs with
a well-hi- t double to left center field.
Boardman grounded out, but not
without putting McQure one base
farther. Courson scored McClure
1--

0

1-- 1.

Through Tax Problems

til
:

(

f

n

on a long sacrifice fly and it was
5--

1.

In the ninth, Woo allowed a run
on three solid singles, but Courson
got the win by making the rest hit
to the infield. The pitcher now
stands 2-- in the season.
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Carr Gets Rained-O- n
The win skein continued into
Saturday for the Scots, playing
Oberlin before a home crowd prepared for rain. The first game was
an upset, the home team unseating
mound expert Doug Carr, fresh
from a
by a
margin.
The Yeoman allowed just one
earned run, but that would've been
enough.
Neither team had done much
until the Wooster fifth. Dan Rose-berr- y
reached first on a walk, took
second on a wild pitch, and coasted over to third on a passed ball
that eluded Watkins, the Oberlin
backstop. Another walk set the
stage for the double steal that sent
"Rose" home with the tally.
The other two came in the next
stanza. Dave Hopkins walked, moving to second on a misplayed sacrifice bunt by Jim Donnelly. Martinez and Murphy came in to run
and then pulled a double steal on
the Obie catcher. Both runs scored,
one at a time, when Carr fired
over the plate, catcher and umpire
to two consecutive batters.
Brian Miller did the job for
Wooster, and was backed up by
a flawless defense. Miller struck
out seven in the contest, walked
one and allowed just five hits. The
Scots' moundman won his third
in four decisions.
In the second game, Al Hyzer
took the mound, and the loss, his
second against one win. The perfect play was missing in the nightcap, Wooster fumbling four for
an Oberlin run. Hyzer looked to
have easy putouts many times only
to find his infielders misplaying
usually routine outs.
The Scots could tally only two
hits, one a double by Dave Hopkins, and the other a single by Bo
Courson, pinch-hittin- g
for the
exciting Hyzer. Ric Martinez leads
Wooster with a .283 average, and
Dave Hopkins is batting .222 on
the year after a recent hitting
streak.
Pitching has told the story for
the Scots so far. Batting only .204
as a team, the answer must be
there.
no-hitt-
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3-- 0,

Thinclads 9th At Great Lakes
A Noth Jumps To Meet Mark
by Bob Landman
The middle of track season falls in early May, and
Coach Bob Lafferty and his thinclads are hitting the cinders
hard. In a period of a week the team has participated in
three meets. On April 26 the Scots traveled to Gambier for
a triangular meet and then on the
the three mile, and Tompson in the
29th to Crawfordsville, Ind. Last
long jump. The
Wednesday the squad ran in another triangular event here at
home.
In Indiana 10 schools competed
in the Great Lakes Championships.
Chuck Noth broke a meet record
in the pole vault with a leap of
13' 21,4". Noth's effort gained him
a tie for first place, but he was
awarded second on the basis of
fewest misses. Rich Thompson was
the only other Scot to place in the
day's competition. He took fifth in
the long jump with a distance of
20' 71". Earlham won the meet
followed by Wabash and Oberlin.
Wooster finished ninth with five
points.
Otters Nudge Scots
At Gambier the Scots ran in
fairly even competition against
host team Otterbein and Kenyon.
Artie Wilson sprinted the 220 yard
dash in 23.5 to win the event and
d
Noth
13' for a .first.
John Hartman took the discus with
a throw of 125' 43" and Gil Car-gi- ll
pole-vaulte-

triumphed in the three mile
run with a clocking of 16:01.
Tad Messenger placed second in
the two mile as did Gary Davis in

ThriftiCheck

st

iChecks. For example, a few

strokes of the pen across a
ThriftiCheck write off all the
costs of traveling around town
to pay bills with cash. Deposits
can be made by mail, too.
Make this year the year to save
on taxes-- as you save on bill paying as you pay bills with loyal
ThriftiCheck.

COMPLETE LINE OF

FORMAL WEAR
FOR

All Your Formal Events

Wooster, Ohio
MEMBER PDIC

i

ll

1- -0

NAME THE SCOT CONTEST
The deadline for entries to

the Name the Scot Contest being run by Public Relations
has been moved up to Wednesday, May 10 at midnight.
Send all name Ideas to Centennial Hall through
mail.
inter-camp-

FOR RENT OR FOR SALE

Lower the Cost of Dressing Well
ON THE SQUARE IN WOOSTER

BRENNER BROS.
Lower the Cost of Dressing Well
oh the Square in Wooster

us

Delts Average 811,

mile relay team
also finished second.
IM
Team scoring was close. Wooster, with 54 points, was edged out
Even with spring and soft-ba- ll
of second by Otterbein by half a
coming into the picture,
point. Kenyon won the meet with
61 points. Tomorrow the cinder-me- n Intramural bowling is still
will be home, running against hanging on. The post season,
tournament goes inSlippery Rock during Color Day
to its second and final week toFestivities.
morrow to determine the winner
of the bowling , trophy for 1967.
Fifth Section won the regular season competition handily, and five
traveling trophy points as well,
On
with a strong 204 record.
The Delts averaged 811 pins a
by George Van Buren
game as a team, almost 70 pins
Wooster's golfers' shooting over the closest contenders.
Section wound up second,
earlier this season "has been Seventh
just 30 pins above Third who had
sporadic, but last week Scot an identical 14-1- 0 won-lorecord.
teemen were able to play conHigh Series Honors
sistently while soundly defeating
High team series honors went
Muskingum.
to the victorious Delts with a 2,551
total. They also hit 2,526 and
pin
At the Denison Invitational
Tournament which was held at 2,469 on two other days. Fifth also
Granville Country Club, Monday, holds the team high game score
May 1, Wooster's varsity golfers for the league with a 924 pin efsplit into three teams of two each. fort.
Second's John McClarran took
Wooster turned in a 228 medal
individual
high series of the year
score for an eighth place in a
with
571.
a
Dick Amos and John
closely divided field. John Kattman
Hayes,
both
from Fourth, were
and Hugh Angert were low men for
the Scots with a 75 team score fol- next high with 565 and 558, relowed by Phil Graham and Buzz spectively.
Terry Heaphy had the highest
Ellis with a 76 and Tom Beeching
individual game bowling for his
and Bill Patterson with a 77.
Sig team with a 232. McClarren
Kattman Hits 76
was just 10 behind with a 222 and
Two days earlier, Wooster golf- Ffth's Reno Cassidy was a
more
ers playing on their home course than close third with 221.
turned in their best scores of the
Final Standings
season as they defeated Muskingum
Fifth
20-- 4
.
John Kattman shot a 76 folSeventh
14.10
lowed by Buzz. Ellis with a 79
Third
14-1- 0
as both scored shutouts over their
Sixth
1M3
opponents, 4-Fourth
Phil Graham and
4
Bill Patterson also claimed vicEighth
9.15
tories as they outscored their opFirst
5.19
ponents 1 while Hugh Angert
split his match 2y2'2y2 As coach
Bob Nye observed, "This was the
best match we've played this season."
UHIQUE COOKERY
Lost in the Sand
However, this trend of success
was not apparent when Akron
II 132S.BwdctySt. II
hosted Wooster on April 25. The
WOOSTHL OHIO
U
match turned into a 23-2- 1
farce
with losing points being tallied by
Continuoui Service from
. a.m.
til 10 p.m. (except Wed.)
only Angert, Kattman and Beech
730
ing.
For Reservations Phone

Take

non-handic-

Pin Title

ap

Muslties fall Hard

Wooster Links

.

.

st

18-8-

0.

The Wayne County

National Bank

mm

and firmly planted on home plate, Wooster's John Murphy gets a hand from
the crowd and Rick Martinez after coming home on a wild pitch by Oberlin's Doug Carr In
the opener of a twin-bi- ll
here with the Yeomen last Saturday. Chico Martinex had also
scored on the same play. The Scots won it,
but lost the nightcap,

away the chronic muddle of
searching for and proving tax
Personal Checking Account can
do BOTH and do MORE: As it
gathers tax data for next year's
report, you go on merrily gathering other advantages while you
Thriftpay bills with low-co-

a aw

SPITTING bUST

This year let ThriftiChecks clear

deductions.

zzts

MHiiiiiim

3-- 0

er

,

TAXmtR
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10-1-

3--

u

263-478- 6
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Triple TroBiplliis "Bolster
iis:J

The Scot lacrosse club three Bowling Green put in six goals
times chalked the win column to trail Wooster by three at the
last week when they squeezed half.
In the second part of the game,
past Bowling Green 10-- and
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Ohio Wesleyan and Ash- Wooster's avalanche of goals thinned out to a single boulder: a head
land by scores of 10-- and 11-With their April 21 tie against on shot by Romig buried in the
6
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Kenyon, the snakebeaters have first minute of the half. The rest
of the game turned into a race
now been successful in four and a
between a determined Bowling
half of their first five games.
Green and the Clock. The final
11-Ashof
humbling
Wooster's
gun found Wooster ahead 10-land's reserves was a hayride for with Bowling Green scrambling
the Scots who scored almost half for a loose ball in front of the
their goals in the first quarter and Scots' goal.
then toyed with Ashland for the
Wooster's game against Ohio
rest of the game. Ted Caldwell and Wesleyan's second
string on April
Steve Lynch began the scoring for
26 held pretty much to the same
Wooster and then turned things
script although the score made
over to Qiff Romig who pitched things less dramatic. Steve
Lynch
in three of the next four goals to and Geoff DeWolf
with two goals
put the Scots in front 6-- 2 by half-tim- each led Wooster's scoring in the
first half. Greg Johnson and Cliff
Ashland was first to score in Romig added two more to pad a
halftime lead.
the third quarter, hinting a possible threat, but Wooster's defense
Ohio Wesleyan outscored Woosheld them for the rest of the game ter
in the second half to wind
while Romig, John Middaugh and up an overall 10-victim. WesGreg Johnson shoveled in five leyan blazed into high gear early
more to bury them under.
in the half and by the middle of
the fourth quarter they were withThe Wooster fans saw a basketin two goals of the Scots and
ful of goals in the first half of
gathering steam. Ted Caldwell,
last Saturday's game with the
feeling the heat, cooled things off
Bowling Green freshman team.
with a pair of quick goals that
Four of these were accounted for
iced the game with four minutes
by Steve Lynch whose winged
to go.
heels consistently found openings
Now unbeaten in five games,
for his lightning stick.
the Wooster stickmen are hoping
Tall Ted Caldwell with his bullet to go all the way without a loss.
shots fired in two more goals and A week from Friday's home game
John Middaugh, Bob Muir and with Oberlin the team will face
Cliff Romig notched one apiece. Ohio State on foreign soil.
3

Pan-Americ-

liiisiliill
illli
WITH A LEFT PROFILE

far less imposing than his deadly shot,
Scot stickman Steve Lynch lets go of another goal-to- ss
in
Saturday's lacrosse battle here with Bowling Green State's
JV team. Lynch unloaded four successful shots at the net
that day and helped the unbeaten Scots to a narrow 10-- 9

9

win.

Racketmen Top Mt. Union,

e.

6--

Fail To

B--

4

6

OHIO CONFERENCE

by Phil Graham

BASEBALL STANDINGS

Only a
margin ter's other match point,
kept the Scot racketmen away A light drizzle hampered the late
from a win last Saturday action as negotiating the hard
courts became harder.
against Baldwin-WallacThe
one-poi-

6-- 2,

nt

6-- 3.

e.

Scot Scapegoat
Just two days earlier on Thurs-

Yellow Jackets squeaked out the

narrow victory 5-Rich Poling and Steve Donaldson
fell to
tough first two singles
2-10-men,
and 4-4-respectively. But Larry Lind-ber6-Dan Rothermel, 6-6-and Jay Boyd, 6-- 6-- had
little trouble, all winning handily.
George Seidel, however, suffered
his second defeat of the year,
6- - 1, 4-at the hands of
4.

B-W-

's

3--

6,

6,

8,

6,

6,

g,

6--

4,

3,

2,

2,

2,

0,

day, the 27th, the Woostermen
bombed Mt. Union off the courts,
Rich Poling was the scapegoat
as he ran up against Mount's erood
4-Bob Johns, losing
All the
rest of the boys aced out winning
in straight sets, except Dan Roth
ermel and Terry Nance who finish
8--

1.

1-- 6,

ed

1--

7-- 5,

6,

an

Anyone interested in working as
ticket takers, ushers, towel room
employees, and typists for the
Physical Education Department
next year should see Mrs. Lutz
in Severance Gymnasium as soon
as possible.

Wittenberg

W,

1

5--

Congratulations are to be extended to Dr. Maria Sexton of
Wooster's Physical Education
for being chosen manager of the United States Women's Track and Feld Team to run
in the
Games. The
Games will be held in Winnipeg
this August. This is Miss Sexton's
third year as manager of the
team.

Hiram
Otterbein

1

2

4-- 0
3--

WOOSTER

6-- 2

4
5

Wittenberg
Muskingum

6

Baldwin-Wallac-

5--

6.

2

42

e

Oberlin
Heidelberg
Marietta
Mt. Union

8

1

3--

2

3--

2

5-- 5

3--

3

3--

3
4

11

Ohio Wesleyan

2--

12

Capital

2-- 5

6-- 1.

13 Denison
5
Coach Van Wie moved all the
Kenyon
0
doubles teams up one, as the
Dave MacGilpin.
match was clinched after the
In the doubles categories, Steve singles were played. Boyd and
Donaldson and Rich Poling were Lindberg plaved first doubles. Ro- SPORTS THIS WEEK
subdued 2-Larry Lindberg thermel and Nance second, and
and Jay Boyd struggled in vain George Seidel and Andy Pittman Sat., May 6 Baseball vs. Akron
7- - 9, 6-4-(H) ; Tennis vs. Akron
as Dan Rothermel and appearing in their first match as
Golf vs. Akron (H-- 1
Terry Nance came up with Woos- - a doubles team, triumphed
:00) ; Track vs. Slippery Rock
On April 25 the racketeers also
bowed
THEATRE
to a strong Wittenberg Tues., May 9 Baseball
- r
l
vs. Witten2-team,
berg; Tennis at Heidelberg;
r
1
or RVIUI .OHIO. Ji
Larry Lindberg and George SeiGolf vs. Wittenberg
del tallied the only victories for
Track vs. Denison (H)
7-Woo, Lindberg winning 6-NOW THRU MONDAY
Seidel played a marathon three-hou- r Sat., May 13 Baseball at Hiram
(2); Tennis at Kenyon; Golf
match with 40 games, finally
6-vs. M, Ashland
; Track
emerging victorious,
"BREATHTAKING 1"
.
vs. Wittenberg, Mt. Union (H)
No Place Like Home
On the WRA scene, the Rack- ettes tied the Oberlin racketwomen,
"BRILLIAHT!"
in their first home appearance,
r,e New York
Senior Sue Hellesrers bowed. 0- 6,
as did Carol Prestwood,
Phone 263-280- 6
playing the second singles position,
Nancy Reid, who ordinNOW THRU TUESDAY
AMvcaaneaiiriuiMcatM
arily plays second singles, was
"BLOW-UP- "
also
sidelined by a pulled leg muscle.
The undefeated doubles teams Michelangelo Antonioni's first
of Hannah Kraai and Jane Patrick,
English language film, "Blow3--

B-W-

6,

6,

3,

3--

1--

6,

's

2-1-

,

6.

(H-1:30-

6,

6--

6--

);

0,

4.

(H-12.-3-

0)

i

nDHl)

7.

(H-1:00-

4,

4,

8-1-
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priced from
$120.00

2--

ililWllM

BEAUTIFUL DIAMONDS
PRICED RIGHT

3--

6,

2--

12 MONTHS TO PAY

Fri.

I Sat. "Beat"

7:15; "Summtr" 9:25

3:40 and 7:20.

EYifctiard Jewelers
DIAMOND MERCHANTS
145 East Liberty Street

Opposite Newberry's
&

WALCOTT CO., DETROIT, MICHIGAN

6--

1,

raii
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263-40- 70

2--

2.

4.

6--

2,
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Vooster Theater

1.

up," was voted "Best Picture
of the Year" and its director,
Antonioni, was named "Year's
Top Director" by the National
Society of Film Critics. The picture has also been listed In
numerous "Ten Best" lists by

leading critics throughout the
Oberlin College presents Smokey Robinson and The Miracles
in Concert, with Maxine Brown, Sunday, May 7, at 8 p.m.,
in Finney Chapel. Reserved seats are $3.00 and $3.50.
Send a check or money order payable to Oberlin College Social Board, and a
envelop to:

country.
MAY 10
The New Flint Adventure
STARTING

FOR TICKETS:

"IN

Starring

James Cobum
Lee J. Cobb

SOCIAL BOARD
Wilder Hall
Oberin, Ohio

woslB

LIKE FLINT"

ed

Groups of 10 or more get a 10

WOOSTEB

5.

6.

self-address-

HUGHES

7--

and Meredith Menk and Peggy
Braithwaite, again bounced their
opponents in straight
sets.t
r
j
t
and
respectively.
Ihis weekend the team is competing in Columbus in the Ohio
State Women's Tournament.
6--

Sun. "Summtr" 2:05, 5:45, 9:25; "Boat"

5.

6,

6--

with confidence and "peace of
guarantee.
mind" with our money-bac- k
Buy

);

will

discount.

MAY 24

"DOCTOR ZHIVAGO ii
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(Continued from Page 2)

There Really
Another

In February 1965 the United
sive degeneration in popular supStates
military
began its continuous, sysof
succession
the
for
port
tematic
air attack on targets in
juntas which attempted to govern
from Saigon. There was a steady North Vietnam.
U.S. troop strength in South
worsening of the military situation
1964-196United
Vietnam
The
was in excess of 300,000
through
States policy changed to active in September 1966 and has concombat support of South Vietnam. tinued to grow. By the end of 1966

Is

I

5.

BOOK STORE
In

Wide

American statements emphasized the evidence of North
Vietnamese involvement in the
fighting in South Vietnam.
The change in tone is indicated
by the words of Secretary of Defense McNamara in testimony to
the House Armed Services Committee in January 1964: "The survival of an independent government in South Vietnam is so important to the security of Southeast
Asia and to the free world that I
can conceive of no alternative other than to take all necessary measures within our capacity to prevent a Communist victory."
American military personnel
reached 25,000 in June 1964,
54,000 in June 1965, and 130,000
in September 1965. These became
increasingly, directly and openly
involved in the fighting in the
course of 1965.
The United States came into
direct hostile contact with North
Vietnam as a result of a brush
between surface naval units in the
Gulf of Tonkin in August 1964.
Official
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151 West Liberty Street
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151 W. Liberty St.
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THE SHACK
437 E. Pine St.

$10.00
BRENNER

BROS. CLOTHIERS

116 E. Liberty St.
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"Closest to the Campus"

Spring is the season for flowers and
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United States military casualties
in Vietnam passed the 35,000
mark. In March 1967 American
heavy bombers began operations
over North and South Vietnam
from new bases in Thailand.

An exhibition of paintings from the Helen C. Frick collection
which opened at the Art Center Tuesday evening gives the campus the rare opportunity of viewing on home grounds a series
of Old Master paintings of the first order.
At left above, Dr. Walter Hovey, former chairman of the
Department of Art at Pittsburgh, chats with Miss Frick and Dr.
Donald MacKenzie, chairman of Woosfer's Art Department, after
delivering a lecture introducing the exhibition. Behind them Is
Lazzaro Bastiani's "Madonna and Child, Saint Dorothy and Saint
John the Baptist," a part of the collection.
The exhibition includes representative works from major
Italian schools from the 14th to the 19th centuries and from the
Rococo period in France. Many of the works have been included
in definitive exhibitions in this country and abroad and have
been cited and reproduced by scholars in leading art periodicals
as well as monographs and surveys.
Gallery hours at the Art Center are from 9 a.m. to noon,
Monday through Friday, and 2 to 5 p.m. on Sundays.
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Because they are real fun wheels, and they are also the smartest, most economical transportation with real east of parking. Visit our large show room and see our complete inventory. We have one waiting just for you.
EASY ECONOMICAL
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We pledge ourselves to have and maintain the very best service possible. Our men
represent over 90 years of mechanical experience and are ready, willing and able
to serve you . . . Phone 264-029- 0
for an appointment . . . All service work guar

WHY NOT???

Mr.Wranglor

LET

US MAKE YOUR HONDA RUN REALLY GOOD LIKE YOU ALWAYS

KNEW IT SHOULD1

for wreal sportswear.
As An Introductory Offer We Will Do the Following:

'The famous silent "W": you
don't pronounce it, but you
must look for It if you want
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sportswear that looks wrlght,
fits wright, feels wrlght. Made
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O Adjust Front Brake
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Clean

&

Check Battery

A

Terminals

O Set Ignition Timing

O Adjust Clutch
O Lubricate Clutch Cable
O Check and Lubricate Throttle

Syncronize Points

O Adjust

Check Spark Advance

O Check Wheel Alignment
O Tighten All Nuts A Bolts

Adjust Rear Brake

Adjust Carburetor Settings

O Adjust Cam Chain Tension
O Adjust Valves

OSynocronize Carburetors

O Check Compression
O Clean & Adjust Spark Plugs

O Grease

Change Oil

I Grease Rear Chain

O Check All Lights
O Check Tire Pressure
O Test Ride

your size.

ALL THIS FOR A COMPLETE LABOR CHARGE
Oil and Grease Included
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Adjust Points

O Lubdicafe Front Brake Cable

2, Wooster, Ohio
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